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See the editorial by van den Bent and Taal, on pages 1161–1163.

Background. A phase II trial was performed to evaluate the efficacy of a dose-dense, 7 days on/7 days off schedule of temozolomide
for patients with recurrent high-grade gliomas (HGG).

Methods. Sixty patients with recurrent HGG received temozolomide at 150 mg/m2/day on days 1–7 and days 15–21 during each
4-week cycle. The primary endpoint was 6-month progression-free survival (PFS-6), with a secondary endpoint of overall survival
(OS). A further exploratory objective included the investigation of whether methylation status of the O(6)-methylguanine-DNA methyl-
transferase (MGMT) promoter within tumor tissue predicted outcomes.

Results. Among patients with glioblastoma (n¼ 40), PFS-6 was 10% (95% CI, 3%–24%) with median OS of 21.6 weeks (95% CI, 16.9–
30.6 weeks). PFS-6 for grade III glioma patients (n¼ 20) was 50% (95% CI, 27%–73%), and median OS was 100.6 weeks (95% CI, 67
weeks to not reached). There were trends towards longer PFS and OS with MGMT promoter methylation (log-rank test; P¼ .06 for PFS;
P¼ .07 for OS). Additionally, bevacizumab-naı̈ve glioblastoma patients had significantly longer PFS and OS (median PFS was 8.07
weeks [95% CI, 8 weeks to not reached] vs 7.57 weeks [95% CI, 7.29–8.29 weeks], log-rank test, P , .001; median OS was 62
weeks [26.1 weeks to not reached] vs 18.2 weeks [13.9–27.3 weeks], log-rank test, P , .001).

Conclusions. The dose-dense temozolomide regimen was well tolerated, although it has no significant activity in this population.
Clinical trials.gov identified. NCT00619112 (available at http://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT00619112).

Keywords: bevacizumab, chemotherapy, glioblastoma, glioma, temozolomide.

The current management paradigm for high-grade glioma (HGG)
includes maximum safe surgical resection followed by external
beam radiotherapy at 60.0 Gy with concurrent daily oral temozo-
lomide (TMZ), followed by adjuvant TMZ given 5 days out of every
28-day cycle, for a total of 6 cycles.1 The optimal treatment regi-
men for recurrent disease, particularly with multiple recurrences,
remains unknown. While clinical trials in this setting have yielded
little success, phase II trials of bevacizumab have shown an in-
crease in response rates that resulted in its accelerated approval
by the FDA in 2009,2,3 although with no clear improvement in
overall survival (OS).

Alternative dosing regimens of TMZ have been developed to
enhance the inhibitory action upon O6-alkylguanine-DNA alkyl-
transferase (the DNA repair enzyme encoded by O(6)-methyl
guanine-DNA methyltransferase [MGMT] gene and a major
mechanism of resistance to TMZ). A more protracted exposure

to temozolomide results in MGMT consumption and depletes
the cell repair mechanism, preventing recovery from DNA muta-
tions introduced by alkylating agents.4,5 Progressive depletion of
MGMT following prolonged exposure to temozolomide has been
demonstrated in preclinical settings6,7; metronomic or continu-
ous TMZ appears to have anti-angiogenic effects via targeting
vascular endothelial cells as well.4,8,9 A number of dose-dense
regimens of TMZ have been developed and studied, including (i)
continuous daily dosing at 75 mg/m2; (ii) 150 mg/m2 at days
1 –5 and days15 –19 for every 28 days; (iii) 150 mg/m2 at
7 days on/7 days off; and (iv) 100 mg/m2 at 21 days on/7 days
off. All of these schedules appear to be well tolerated by HGG
patients.10 – 24 Of these regiments, the last two (7 days on/7
days off and 21 days on/7days off) have the highest dose
intensity, allowing for twice as much drug exposure then the
conventional schedule of 5 days out of every 28 days.23
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A number of phase II studies have evaluated the role of the 7
days on/7 days off schedule in both the upfront and recurrent set-
tings.11,13,14,24 – 27 However, in the recurrent population, there is
limited experience with the 7 days on/7 days off schedule, espe-
cially for patients who have had prior treatment with TMZ at initial
diagnosis. More specifically, the activity of the 7 days on/7 days
off schedule in a heavily pretreated cohort, typical of patients cur-
rently enrolled in clinical trials for recurrent high-grade gliomas,
remains unclear. Therefore, we designed this phase II study to
examine the efficacy and toxicity of TMZ when given on a dose-
dense regimen of 7 days on at 150 mg/m2/day and 7 days off
schedule to patients with recurrent high-grade glioma who
have recurred despite previous treatment with the standard 5
days monthly schedule of adjuvant TMZ. We also performed an
exploratory analysis to determine whether the methylation sta-
tus of MGMT within the patients’ tumors predicted a greater effi-
cacy in those who were treated with this dose-intense TMZ
schedule. It should be noted that this study was opened to
accrual prior to the approval of bevacizumab for recurrent
glioblastoma.

Materials and Methods
The study was a prospective, single-arm phase II trial conducted
at the University of California, San Francisco (UCSF); participants
were enrolled from November, 2007, to January, 2012. Patients
with recurrent, intracranial high-grade glioma (HGG) were eligible.
HGG included glioblastoma multiforme (GB), gliosarcoma (GS);
HGG also included anaplastic glioma (AG), more specifically ana-
plastic astrocytoma (AA), anaplastic oligodendroglioma (AO), or
anaplastic mixed oligoastrocytoma (AMO). All pathology was
centrally reviewed at UCSF. Participants were at least 18 years
of age, and Karnofsky performance status (KPS) was ≥60%.
All participants had undergone previous external beam radio-
therapy and had been previously treated with at least one
cycle of the standard adjuvant 5-day dose schedule of TMZ at
150–200 mg/m2/day. There was no limit to the number of prior
treatments the participants had undergone, but they must have
recovered from the prior treatment and met eligibility guidelines.
Patients with active concurrent malignancy were not eligible.
Evidence of adequate baseline bone marrow, liver, and renal func-
tion were required by the following laboratory tests: white blood
cell count ≥ 3000/mL, absolute neutrophil count ≥1500/mm3,
platelet count ≥100 000/mm3, hemoglobin ≥10 gm/dL, aspartate
aminotransferase and bilirubin ,2 times upper limit of normal,
and creatinine ,1.5 mg/dL.

Treatment consisted of TMZ given at 150 mg/m2 daily for 7
consecutive days every other week. One cycle was defined as
28 days, of which treatment with TMZ was given on days 1–7
and days 15–21 and no treatment on days 8–14 or days 22–
28. The treatment continued for 12 cycles or until progression
or the development of unacceptable side effects. Corticosteroids
were used in the smallest dose to control symptoms of cerebral
edema and mass effect. Antiepileptic and antiemetic medica-
tions were used at the treating physician’s discretion, with the ex-
ception of valproic acid, which was contraindicated due to the
reduced clearance of temozolomide with its concurrent use.
Complete blood counts were performed every 2 weeks, liver and
renal function tests every 4 weeks. Clinical assessment of disease

status was performed at every cycle, and radiographic assess-
ment was obtained every other cycle. Response was evaluated
via the Macdonald criteria.28 The National Cancer Institute Com-
mon Terminology Criteria of Adverse Events, version 3.0, were
used to evaluate toxicity. Due to concern over cumulative toxicity,
treatment was held for a minimum of 1 week for any toxicity
grade ≥3 and resumed when it resolved to grade 1. Upon reso-
lution of toxicity, when the treatment was resumed, the TMZ
dose was reduced to 125 mg/m2/day. A second dose reduction
to 100 mg/m2/day was allowed. The study was approved by
the institutional review board at University of California, San
Francisco, and all participants provided written informed consent.

Trial Design and Statistics

The primary endpoint was progression-free survival at 6 months
(PFS-6), calculated from study registration. Secondary endpoints
included OS and toxicity. The trial was powered to compare the
treated cohort with a historical control of recurrent glioma parti-
cipants enrolled in phase II trials (PFS-6 of 10% for GB and 31%
for grade III).29 Planned enrollment was 40 participants with GB
and 20 participants with grade III tumors. The planned sample
size was based on the GB cohort, which was powered to provide
90% probability of detecting an improvement in the PFS-6 from
10% to 25% based on a 1-sided exact test with alpha¼ 0.10.
The proportion of participants with PFS .6 months was provided
with corresponding confidence intervals. Tests of proportion were
based on the exact binomial distribution. Kaplan-Meier curves
and confidence intervals were provided for PFS and OS, and log-
rank statistics were used for group comparisons.

MGMT Promoter Methylation Status and Evaluation

As prospectively planned, MGMT promoter methylation status
was evaluated on formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tumor
tissue samples. DNA isolation, DNA bisulfite modification, and
real-time methylation-specific PCR (MSP) were performed
using beta-actin (ACTB) for the reference gene, as previously
described.30 The MGMT gene promoter methylation status was
determined by amplification of a methylated region of the
MGMT gene and methylation-neutral region of the ACTB gene
using sodium bisulfite-treated genomic DNA. The copy number
of methylated MGMT promoter was normalized to the ACTB
gene copy number. This normalized ratio, MGMT/(ACTB*1000),
was used to determine the methylation status of the sample. If
the normalized ratio was higher than 2.0, the sample was consid-
ered methylated. However, if ACTB copy number did not reach
1250 copies or greater, the methylation status was not inter-
preted and the analysis was considered invalid, no matter what
the value was of the normalized ratio.

Results

Participant Characteristics

Sixty participants were enrolled and started on dose-dense treat-
ment (See Table 1). The cohort included 40 participants with re-
current GB and 20 participants with grade III recurrent gliomas (9
with AA, 8 with AO, and 3 with AOA. See Table 2 for further break-
down of grade III participants; please note that all but one grade
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III participant were originally diagnosed prior to the end of 2009,
before 1P19Q and IDH testing were routinely performed at UCSF
and thus made such information limited. The median age of the
cohort was 53 years (standard deviation, 10.2 years), and 63% of
participants were male. The median KPS score was 90%, and 72%
of participants had a KPS score ≥80%. All participants had under-
gone radiotherapy with concurrent and adjuvant TMZ at standard
dosing on initial diagnosis. Thirty-eight participants (63%) had
been treated for one or more prior recurrences, and 48% of
participants had failed prior bevacizumab therapy.

Response, Progression-free Survival and Overall Survival

Imaging response (defined as complete or partial response)28

was observed in 2 participants (3.3%). Among participants with
GB (n¼ 40), PFS-6 was 10% (95% CI, 3%–24%) with median
OS of 21.6 weeks (95% CI, 16.9– 30.6 weeks). The PFS-6 for

grade III glioma participants (n¼ 20) was 50% (95% CI, 27%–
73%), and median OS was 100.6 weeks (95% CI, 67 to not
reached). The historical control cohort had a PFS-6 of 10% for
GB and 31% for grade III gliomas, whereas the median PFS was
9 weeks for GB and 13 weeks for grade III gliomas.29 Only for
grade III participants was the improvement in PFS-6 over the his-
torical control statistically significant (Table 3). See Figs 1 and 2
for PFS and OS results.

Participants with GB who progressed on bevacizumab and
then were treated on this trial had a median PFS of 7.57 weeks
(95% CI, 7.29–8.29 weeks), and median OS of 18.2 weeks (95%
CI, 13.9–27.3 weeks), while bevacizumab-naı̈ve GB participants
had median PFS at 8.07 weeks (95% CI, 8 weeks to not reached),
and median OS of 62 weeks (95% CI, 26.1 week to not reached).
The differences in both PFS and OS between the 2 glioblastoma
groups were statistically significant (P¼ .02, P¼0.001, respective-
ly). See Figs 3 and 4. In a post hoc analysis, we analyzed whether
established pretreatment prognostic factors were different be-
tween the bevacizumab-failed and the bevacizumab-naı̈ve parti-
cipants. The 2 groups were similar in age and KPS (P¼ 0.28,
Student t test and P¼ .22, Fisher exact test, respectively).
Bevacizumab-naı̈ve participants, however, had significantly
fewer prior progressions and hence fewer prior therapies (median
1 vs 2, P¼ .01, Fisher exact test). Notably, all participants who
were bevacizumab naı̈ve did go on to eventually receive bevacizu-
mab, albeit in different sequences and combinations.

Toxicity

The treatment regimen was well tolerated. The most common
toxicity was myelosuppression. Common Terminology Criteria
for Adverse Events grade 4 hematotoxicity was observed in 7 par-
ticipants (12%). Grade 3 toxicity was observed in 33 participants
(55%) and included lymphopenia (n¼ 22), thrombocytopenia
(n¼ 2), leukopenia (n¼ 1), pain and neuropathy (n¼ 2), somno-
lence (n¼ 1), aphasia (n¼ 1), fatigue (n¼ 1), cellulitis (n¼ 1),
hyperglycemia (n¼ 1), and nausea (n¼ 1). Toxicity prompted

Table 2. Grade III histology characteristics

Grade III glioma
(n¼ 20)

Anaplastic pathology type
Oligodendroglioma 8 (40%)
Astrocytoma 9 (45%)
Mixed 3 (%)

1P19Q deletion status oligodendrogliomas (n¼ 8)
Deleted 1 (12.5%)
Not deleted 3 (37.5%)
Unknown 4 (50%)

1P19Q Deletion status mixed (n¼ 3)
Not deleted 1 (33)
Unknown 2 (66)

Table 1. Patient characteristics

Glioblastoma (n¼ 40) Grade III glioma (n¼ 20) Entire cohort (n¼ 60)

Sex
Men 28 (70%) 10 (50%) 38 (63%)
Women 12 (30%) 10 (50%) 22 (37%)

Median age (range) 55 (30–68) 48 (27–70) 53 (27–70)
Median KPS (range) 85 (60%–90%) 90 (60%–90%) 90 (60%–90%)
Number of previous recurrences

1 12 (30%) 10 (50%) 22 (37%)
2 18 (45%) 7 (35%) 25 (42%)
≥3 10 (25%) 3 (15%) 13 (22%)

Prior salvage therapy with bevacizumab 26 (65%) 3 (15%) 29 (48%)
MGMT promoter methylation status

Methylated 7 (18%) 10 (50%) 17 (28%)
Unmethylated 21 (53%) 3 (15%) 24 (40%)
Invalid MGMT results 5 (13%) 2 (10%) 7 (12%)
Tissue unavailable 7 (18%) 5 (25%) 12 (20%)
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reduction of the TMZ dose in 7 participants (12%) and ultimately
discontinuation of therapy for 3 participants (5%, Table 4).

Exploratory MGMT Analysis

Tumor tissue was available for the exploratory MGMT methylation
analysis in 48 participants. Seventeen (28%) tumors had methy-
lated MGMT, and 24 (40%) had unmethylated MGMT. In 7 sam-
ples (12%), the tissue was inadequate for analysis. Median PFS
in participants with unmethylated MGMT was 7.57 weeks (95%
CI, 7.29–9.00 weeks), and median OS was 19.4 weeks (95% CI,
16.1–55.3 weeks) compared with median PFS of 11.57 weeks
(95% CI, 8.14–49.6 weeks) and median OS of 65.3 weeks (95%
CI, 40.4 weeks to not reached) in participants with methylated
MGMT. In both the PFS and survival analyses, there were trends
towards longer PFS and OS with MGMT promoter methylation
(log-rank test, P¼ .06, P¼ .07, respectively). See Figs 5 and 6.

Among the participants with grade III tumors, 10 tumors
(50%) had methylated MGMT, while 3 tumors (15%) had
unmethylated MGMT. Median PFS in grade III tumor participants
with methylated MGMT was 38.1 weeks (95% CI, 10.71 weeks to
not reached) and median OS was 94.6 weeks (95% CI, 65.3
weeks to not reached), compared with median PFS of 48.6
weeks (95% CI, 6.86 weeks to not reached) and median OS of
100.6 weeks (no CI due to small sample size) in participants
with unmethylated MGMT. Among GB participants, 7 tumors
(18%) had methylated MGMT, while 21 tumors (53%) had
unmethylated MGMT. Median PFS in GB participants with methy-
lated MGMT was 8.14 weeks (95% CI, 7.71 weeks to not
reached), and median OS was 28.9 weeks (95% CI, 2.34 weeks
to not reached), compared with median PFS of 7.57 weeks (95%
CI, 7.29–9 weeks) and median OS of 16.9 weeks (95% CI, 14.0–
42.4 weeks) in participants with unmethylated MGMT. Among
individual histological types, comparisons of PFS and OS based

Fig. 1. Progression-free survival (PFS) for grade III and glioblastoma
cohorts. Median PFS for grade III was 31.3 weeks (95% CI, 8.43–73.9
weeks); median PFS for glioblastoma was 8.0 weeks (95% CI, 7.57–8.29
weeks). P¼ .007.

Fig. 2. Overall survival (OS) for grade III and glioblastoma cohorts. Median
OS for grade III was 100.6 weeks (95% CI, 67 weeks to not reached);
median OS for glioblastoma was 21.6 weeks (95% CI, 16.9–0.6 weeks).
P , .001.

Table 3. Survival data

Survival Histology Prior Exposure to Bevacizumab (GBM Patients
only)

Methylation Status of MGMT

GBM Grade III P Bevacizumb-failed Bevacizumab-naı̈ve P Methylated Unmethylated P

Progression-free survival
Median (weeks),
95% CI

8.0 (7.57–8.29) 31.3 (8.43–73.9) .007 7.57 (7.29–8.29) 8.07 (8-NR) .02 11.6 (8.14–49.6) 7.57 (7.29–9.00) .06

Overall survival
Median (weeks),
95% CI

21.6 (16.9–30.6) 100.6 (67–NR) ,.001 18.2 (13.9–27.3) 62 (26.1–NR) .001 65.3 (40.4–NR) 19.4 (16.1–55.3) .07

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; NR, not reached.
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on MGMT methylation status did not yield significant differences.
See Figs 7–10.

Discussion
Our results demonstrate the feasibility of the dose-dense 7 days
on/7 days off schedule of TMZ in the typical, heavily pretreated
population with recurrent HGG enrolled in clinical trials. The pri-
mary efficacy endpoint, based on historical controls, was not

met in the GB cohort, with PFS-6 of only 10% and is therefore
not a treatment option for such patients. However, it is feasible
that the regimen may have some activity in the recurrent grade
III population, in whom PFS-6 was 50% and median OS was
100.6 weeks when all grade III participants were combined. How-
ever, the authors strongly caution that this was a very small study
with a mixed population including several participants with AO
who may, at baseline and regardless of therapy, possess a
more favorable prognosis or favorable response to therapy. As
such, conclusions about the grade III population in general can-
not be made at present without larger ongoing trials that separ-
ate the different types of grade III histologies.

A wide range of alternative dosing schedules for TMZ adminis-
tration has been developed and studied in clinical trials.10,12,14 – 24

Fig. 3. Progression-free survival (PFS) for recurrent glioblastoma patients
(n¼ 40) who were bevacizumab naı̈ve (n¼ 14) and those who had
previously failed bevacizumab (n¼ 26). Median PFS for bevacizumab
naı̈ve was 8.07 weeks (95% CI, 8 weeks to not reached); median PFS for
bevacizumab-failed was 7.57 weeks (95% CI, 7.29–8.29 weeks). P¼ .02.

Fig. 4. Overall survival (OS) for recurrent glioblastoma patients (n¼ 40)
who were bevacizumab naı̈ve (n¼ 14) and those who had failed
bevacizumab (n¼ 26). Median OS for bevacizumab-failed was 18.2
weeks (95% CI, 13.9–27.3 weeks); median OS for bevacizumab-naı̈ve
was 62 weeks (95% CI, 26.1 weeks to not reached). P¼.001.

Table 4. Grade 3 or 4 toxicities

Toxicity Number
of Cases

Outcome

Lymphopenia 26 Dose reduced in 4 cases
Thrombocytopenia 3 Treatment stopped in 1 case, dose

reduced in 2 cases
Leukopenia 3 Treatment stopped in 1 case, dose

reduced in 1 case
Pain/neuropathy 2 Resolved
Somnolence 1 Resolved
Aphasia 1 Resolved
Fatigue 1 Dose reduced
Cellulitis 1 Resolved
Hyperglycemia 1 Resolved
Nausea 1 Treatment stopped

Fig. 5. Progression-free survival (PFS) based on tumor MGMT promoter
methylation status. Median PFS for methylated MGMT:was 11.6 weeks
(95% CI, 8.14–49.6 weeks); median PFS for unmethylated MGMT was
7.57 weeks (95% CI, 7.29–9.00 weeks). P¼ .06.
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Intensified, dose-dense regimens were designed with the goal of
improving the therapeutic index in hopes of counteracting the
mechanisms of resistance to alkylating agents such as TMZ. Al-
though direct comparisons of these intensified dose regimens
are difficult among different clinical trials, administration of all
the regimens seems to be feasible because they are relatively
well tolerated and show signs of activity. For example, a previous
randomized phase II trial evaluated the same dose schedule as

the present study (7 days on/7 days off at 150 mg/m2) versus
daily continuous TMZ at 50 mg/m2 following the standard con-
current TMZ for newly diagnosed GB and revealed that only the
7 days on/7 days off schedule was superior in OS.11 However, toxi-
cities appear to be more frequent with the 7 days on/7 days off
regimen compared with trials utilizing the daily regimen, which
may be due to due the higher dose exposure achieved.12,13,19,21

A recent multicenter, randomized phase III trial evaluated the 21

Fig. 6. Overall survival (OS) based on tumor MGMT promoter methylation
status. Median OS for methylated MGMT was 65.3 weeks (95% CI, 40.4
weeks to not reached); median OS for unmethylated MGMT was 19.4
weeks (95% CI, 16.1–55.3 weeks). P¼ .07.

Fig. 7. Progression-free survival (PFS) based on grade III tumor MGMT
promoter methylation status. Median PFS for methylated MGMT was
38.1 weeks (95% CI, 10.71 weeks to not reached); median PFS for
unmethylated MGMT was 48.6 weeks (95% CI, 6.86 weeks to not
reached). P¼ .79.

Fig. 8. Overall survival (OS) based on grade III tumors MGMT promoter
methylation status. Median OS for methylated MGMT was 94.6 weeks
(95% CI, 65.3 weeks to not reached); median OS for unmethylated
MGMT was 100.6 weeks (No CI due to small sample size). P¼ .46.

Fig. 9. Progression-free survival (PFS) based on GB tumor MGMT promoter
methylation status. Median PFS for methylated MGMT was 8.14 weeks
(95% CI, 7.71 weeks to not reached); median PFS for unmethylated
MGMT was 7.57 weeks (95% CI, 7.29–9 weeks). P¼ .22.
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days on/7 days off regimen versus the standard regimen of TMZ in
newly diagnosed GB and found that the dose-dense 21 days on/7
days off regimen was not superior to the standard dosing, regard-
less of MGMT status.31 The authors did confirm the prognostic
benefit of MGMT methylation in both cohorts.

Previous prospective early phase studies evaluating the activ-
ity of the 7 days on/7 days off schedule have been conducted only
in the setting of either newly diagnosed patients with malignant
glioma or patients with recurrent disease who had not universally
been exposed to the standard TMZ regimen. To our knowledge,
this is the first prospective study reporting the efficacy of 7 days
on/7 days off dosing in a heavily pretreated population, including
universal prior treatment with the standard concurrent and adju-
vant TMZ and nearly half with a history of recurrence after
bevacizumab.

A recent phase II trial tested daily continuous dosing of TMZ
for recurrent HGG in the era of bevacizumab.12 In their cohort
of recurrent GB patients (n¼ 37) who were similar in their treat-
ment histories to our cohort, the results were more promising,
with PFS-6 of 19% and a median OS of 7 months (95% CI, 5–
12 months). The outcomes observed in their exploratory cohort
of grade III HGG were not as favorable as those seen in our cohort
(PFS-6 of 30% vs 50%, median OS of 18 months vs 23.4 months).
However, caution must be exercised in interpreting these results,
given the small number of participants included.

The aforementioned trial also demonstrated that among par-
ticipants with recurrent GB, those who were bevacizumab naı̈ve
fared much more favorably after the daily continuous TMZ than
those who had failed on bevacizumab.12 The authors noted in a
post hoc multivariate analysis, however, that the bevacizumab-
naı̈ve participants had been enrolled after significantly fewer
prior recurrences, which was also true and represented a signifi-
cant confounding factor in our cohort of GB participants. Similar
results are found within the study presented here; however,
whether previous exposure to bevacizumab serves as an

independent predictor of response to an intensified TMZ regimen
at a future recurrence remains unclear.

An ongoing question surrounding the utilization TMZ for HGGs
is whether a more intensified TMZ dosing regimen would abro-
gate the differential responses and survival outcomes seen in
the upfront setting from standard TMZ dosing based on the
tumor’s MGMT methylation status. In the upfront setting, the
benefit of TMZ correlated with epigenetic silencing of DNA repair
enzyme MGMT and activity of enzyme predictor of response to
TMZ.32 Interestingly, even just among trials testing the 7 days
on/7 days off regimen, some studies have found more favorable
outcomes in participants with tumors with methylated
MGMT,27,33 while others report no such difference.11,13 The current
results are suggestive of improved outcomes when MGMT methy-
lation is present in both recurrent GB and recurrent grade 3 HGGs
participants after the 7 days on/7 days off regimen. A large phase
III trial in a homogeneous population would be better suited for
addressing this question, although it is not likely to be done due to
only isolated possible activity.

In summary, the regimen of temozolomide given at 7 days on/7
days off was well tolerated and appeared to have no significant ac-
tivity in this heavily pretreated population, including prior treat-
ment with temozolomide and bevacizumab, and did not meet
the predefined endpoint for patients with glioblastoma. Results
were more favorable for bevacizumab-naı̈ve and recurrent grade
III participants; however; due to limited numbers and inherent
patient heterogeneity, a confident conclusion cannot be made.
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